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Chapter Four

The Judicial Branch

G. Alan Tarr

INTRODUCTION

For almost a century, since Roscoe Pound’s famous address to the American Bar
Association in 1906 on “The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Ad-
ministration of Justice,” the reform of state court systems has remained a high-
priority item for state constitutional reformers, for national organizations within
the legal profession, and for judges and other court professionals.1 Since 1913,
the American Judicature Society has sought to educate the public about the de-
ficiencies of state court systems, especially with regard to judicial selection, and
to promote a more efficient administration of justice. The American Bar Asso-
ciation (ABA) has contributed to state court reform by disseminating standards
pertaining to court organization, judicial administration, and judicial selection.
More recently, the National Center for State Courts and the State Justice Insti-
tute have assisted state judicial branches in developing trial and appellate court
performance standards and in developing strategic planning processes.

Reformers within the states have drawn on these standards in championing
changes in the structure and administration of state court systems and changes
in the mode of selection of state judges. In the decades following World War II,
these reformers enjoyed considerable success.2 Several states completely revised
their judicial articles or used the occasion of adopting a new constitution to in-
stitute major reforms. Other states, although eschewing comprehensive reform,
nonetheless introduced changes that took account of the national standards. As
a consequence, in contrast with most other articles of state constitutions, the ju-
dicial articles of many (but not all) state constitutions have been subject to thor-
ough reexamination and reformulation during the last half century.

This does not mean that all the problems confronting state court systems
have disappeared. For one thing, the reformers did not enjoy complete success.
For example, although administrative and structural reforms were introduced, the
campaign to substitute “merit selection” for election of judges bogged down, and
in recent years it has pretty much ground to a halt.3 For another thing, the success
of the reformers is a positive development only if they accurately diagnosed the
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problems afflicting state court systems and proposed constitutional remedies that
in fact solved those problems. Finally, new problems may have arisen that the re-
formers did not anticipate but that may be susceptible to constitutional resolu-
tion. Nevertheless, the reform perspective provides a useful starting point for
considering possible changes in state judicial articles.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Four concerns should guide the reform of state judicial articles:

• Judicial Independence: Judicial independence involves the insulation of
judges from undue or improper influence by other political institutions,
interest groups, and the general public, so that they can render impartial
judgments according to law in the cases they decide.This decisional in-
dependence is designed to serve not the parochial interests of judges but
rather the interest of the public in even-handed justice. In serving that
interest, judicial independence also promotes public confidence in the
integrity of the judicial branch.4

• Institutional Independence (Autonomy) of the Judicial Branch: Comple-
menting decisional independence of the judiciary is institutional inde-
pendence or autonomy. Separation-of-power principles require
recognition of the autonomy of the judicial branch as a coequal part-
ner in state government. This means that the judicial branch, like the
other branches of state government, must have the authority to govern
and manage its internal affairs, free from undue interference by other
branches of government, although not free from the scrutiny of those
branches or of the public.

• Effective Delivery of Judicial Services: State judicial systems must be struc-
tured, organized, and managed so that they ensure access to justice for all
citizens and provide for the expeditious and cost-effective administration
of justice.

• Accountability of the Judiciary: The American system of government
embraces the notion of accountability for public officials in order to
prevent corruption or other abuses of power and to ensure that gov-
ernmental policy reflects the values and interests of the community.
This underlies the creation of a system of separate institutions sharing
power to ensure checks and balances and the establishment of mech-
anisms for public scrutiny of the performance of government officials.

Like the other branches of state government, the judiciary too
must be accountable. With respect to the judiciary, two different types
of accountability can be distinguished. With regard to their decisions,
judges must be accountable to the law, i.e., their rulings must be con-
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sistent with the law. For trial court judges and lower appellate court
judges, this accountability is enforced in part within the judicial
branch through appellate review of judicial decisions. For state
supreme court justices, this accountability comes from the need to jus-
tify decisions in written opinions that are subject to legal and public
scrutiny. The courts’ interpretation of statutes can be overridden by
the enactment of corrective legislation, and their interpretations of the
state constitution by constitutional amendment.

With regard to the operation of the judicial branch, the judiciary
is accountable to the people and to their representatives through the
normal processes of legislation and appropriations.

Among the mechanisms for enforcing judicial accountability
are: (a) appellate review of judicial decisions, (b) judicial retention
processes, whether electoral or appointive, sometimes guided by 
judicial performance evaluations, (c) judicial discipline processes
enforcing codes of professional conduct, and (d) impeachment.

Two points deserve particular emphasis. First, the principles that should
guide the reform of state judicial articles are not ends in themselves. Rather,
they are important because they enable state courts to do justice. Second, these
principles may be in some tension with one another. Accountability and deci-
sional independence may seem at odds. So too may accountability and institu-
tional independence ( judicial-branch autonomy). Such tensions are not
unusual—state constitution makers must also balance competing concerns in
dealing with the other branches of state government, with the scope of state
powers, and with the protection of rights. Moreover, such tensions need not be
viewed as negative. Our discussion will both identify those instances in which
constitution makers must choose between apparently conflicting principles and
highlight those opportunities for reconciling or striking a balance between
competing concerns.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE STATE COURT SYSTEM

Trial-Court Consolidation

For much of the nation’s history, most state court systems were essentially
“nonsystems,” characterized by a proliferation of limited-jurisdiction and spe-
cialized courts, often with their own distinctive rules of procedure and with
overlapping or ill-defined jurisdictions. This led to uneven workloads among
courts and to an unnecessary duplication of support personnel and facilities.
Judges found their time consumed in hearing jurisdictional rather than sub-
stantive arguments and in unnecessary retrials resulting from an erroneous
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choice of forum. Even more important, the proliferation of courts interfered
with the administration of justice. Litigants, unsuccessfully searching for the
proper forum to hear their cases, too often were unable to get a ruling on the
merits of their claims.

Over the course of the twentieth century, most states recognized the prob-
lem posed by multiple trial courts and, following reform prescriptions, consol-
idated their trial courts into either one-tier or two-tier systems. A two-tier
system retains a trial court of general jurisdiction and a separate trial court of
limited jurisdiction. Virginia provides an example of a two-tier system. Its Dis-
trict Court is a limited jurisdiction court, while the Circuit Court is a general
jurisdiction trial court that also hears appeals de novo from the District Court.
Illinois provides an example of a one-tier system. Its Circuit Court is the state’s
sole trial court, hearing all cases of first instance.

In most states the coherence of the state court system no longer is a press-
ing issue. However, in some states—including populous states such as Georgia,
New York, and Texas—it remains a concern. The experience of the states that
have consolidated their trial courts suggests that consolidation has contributed
to a more effective administration of justice, although there remains some dis-
pute about how far consolidation and hierarchy should proceed.5 Thus, those
states that have failed to consolidate their trial courts because of political or his-
torical factors should consider seriously the potential gains likely to follow from
consolidation. This is an area in which the models developed in other states
lend themselves to adoption in states consolidating their courts. In addition,
those states that continue to maintain separate courts for law and for equity
should reexamine this choice.

In recent years there have been renewed calls for specialized state courts,
such as drug courts, family courts, and business courts.6 Typically, state court
systems have responded to calls for such “problem-solving courts” by creating
divisions within existing trial courts, by devising special “calendars” or “dock-
ets,” or by special assignment of judges. However, some advocates of specialized
courts insist that they should not be created as divisions within existing trial
courts, because they will not in such circumstances attract the resources and
committed judges they need to succeed. The validity of this argument is open
to question. But whatever its validity, it does not follow that these specialized
courts should be enshrined in the state constitution. Different eras may have
quite different views of what specialized courts (if any) are desirable, and giving
specialized courts constitutional status may produce undesirable rigidities,
empower vested interests, and promote unproductive competition for scarce 
resources among court constituencies.

This leads to a more general consideration of constitutional provisions 
relating to the structuring of state court systems.
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Constitutionalization of Court Structure

A structural issue on which no consensus has emerged involves the extent to
which the structure of the state court system should be constitutionalized.
States have adopted a variety of approaches:

• The Federal Model: Some state constitutions, following the example of
Article III of the Federal Constitution, require the establishment of a
Supreme Court but leave it to the Legislature to create and empower
all additional courts. For example, the Maine Constitution vests the
judicial power in a supreme court and such other courts as the Legis-
lature shall create.7

• The Modified Federal Model: Some state constitutions establish various
appellate and trial courts but allow the Legislature to create and em-
power additional courts. Illustrative is the Arizona Constitution, which
creates the Supreme Court and the Superior Court (the general-juris-
diction trial court) but allows the Legislature to create an intermediate
court of appeals and limited-jurisdiction trial courts.8 Some state consti-
tutions—for example, the Connecticut Constitution—restrict the Leg-
islature to creating additional limited-jurisdiction trial courts.9 Other
constitutions—for example, the Michigan Constitution—grant the Leg-
islature the power to create additional courts but seek to discourage a
proliferation of separate courts by requiring an extraordinary majority
(two-thirds of the total membership of each house) for the creation 
of courts.10

• The Full-Articulation Model: Some state constitutions establish the
state’s appellate and trial courts and expressly or implicitly prohibit the
Legislature from creating additional courts. Thus, the Florida Consti-
tution specifies all state courts and bans the creation of additional
courts, while the Georgia Constitution requires that the judicial power
be vested exclusively in those courts designated in the Judicial Article.11

An advantage of the Full-Articulation Model is that it can ensure a unified
court system with clear divisions of jurisdiction and clear lines of authority.
(However, in a nonunified system, constitutional specification of the court struc-
ture can impede the efforts of reformers to create more unified courts.) The ad-
vantage shared by the Federal Model and the Modified Federal Model is that
they build in flexibility, allowing states to respond to changing needs and changed
perceptions of desirable institutional design. The disadvantage of those latter
models is that they encourage special interests to petition the Legislature to cre-
ate specialized courts, thus undermining the coherence and unity of the court 
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system. The Michigan requirement of an extraordinary majority for the creation
of additional limited-jurisdiction trial courts has proved an effective safeguard in
that state against an unwise proliferation of courts. States departing from the
Full-Articulation Model should therefore consider emulating Michigan’s 
approach of requiring an extraordinary majority for the creation of new courts.

Degree of Unification

Another structural issue on which no consensus has emerged involves the de-
gree of consolidation appropriate to a state court system. States that have
adopted the full-articulation model have adopted three alternative approaches
in their constitutions:

• The Single-Court Model: Some state constitutions conceive of the
court system as a single court, with divisions including the supreme
court, perhaps an intermediate appellate court, the general-jurisdic-
tion trial court, and perhaps a limited-jurisdiction trial court. Thus,
the Michigan Constitution states: “The judicial power of the state is
vested exclusively in one court of justice which shall be divided into
one supreme court, one court of appeals, one trial court of general ju-
risdiction known as the circuit court, one probate court, and courts of
limited jurisdiction that the legislature may establish by a two-thirds
vote of the members elected to and serving in each house.”12

• The Multiple-Level Model: Most state constitutions expressly distin-
guish a supreme court, an intermediate court of appeals, a trial court of
general jurisdiction, and (in most states) one or more trial courts of lim-
ited jurisdiction. The Indiana Constitution exemplifies this model.13

• The Multiple-Court Model: Some state constitutions treat each inter-
mediate court of appeals, each trial court of general jurisdiction, and
each trial court of limited jurisdiction as a separate court.

There is no evidence that these differences in design or designation substantially
affect the operation of state courts or the administration of justice, and state
constitution makers might well retain the existing provisions in their states.

THE JURISDICTION OF STATE COURTS

Closely related to the issue of whether to constitutionalize court structure is the
issue of whether to constitutionalize the jurisdiction of various courts. One pos-
sibility is to assign the allocation of jurisdiction to the Legislature—the Alaska
Constitution, for example, mandates that jurisdiction “shall be prescribed by
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law.”14 This maximizes flexibility. Another possibility is to allocate the jurisdic-
tion of each court in the constitution. This is problematic, particularly if the
Legislature is authorized to create additional courts, as it hampers the reallo-
cation of jurisdiction to those new courts. Many state constitutions grant broad
authority to the Legislature to allocate jurisdiction but nonetheless constitu-
tionalize certain choices, particularly as they relate to the jurisdiction of the
supreme court, and there are advantages to this approach. More specifically, the
following choices may be appropriate for constitutionalization:

• Are there appeals that the constitution should require be heard by the state’s
highest court as a matter of right? Several states mandate in their constitu-
tions that their supreme court hear certain classes of appeals as a matter
of right.The Louisiana Constitution, for example, requires that the court
hear appeals in capital cases and in cases in which a law or ordinance is
declared unconstitutional.15 Other states have expanded this list. One
should be hesitant about expanding the list too much, however, since that
may overburden the supreme court and impair its ability to focus on
cases with the broadest legal and political significance for the state. In
states that have an intermediate court of appeals, that court should have
the task of error correction, while the supreme court should focus on the
most important issues and on legal development in the state. States that
do not have an intermediate court of appeals should consider whether
the case pressures on the state’s supreme court prevent it from perform-
ing its primary role of supervising the development of law in the state.

• Should the constitution authorize the supreme court to issue advisory opinions
or address the constitutionality of bills before their enactment into law? Fed-
eral courts are not permitted to issue advisory opinions. As of 2004,
however, the constitutions in seven states authorized their supreme
courts to do so.16 These opinions are precisely what their name indi-
cates, advisory; they are not binding as a matter of law, and they do not
preclude constitutional challenges to laws after their enactment. Inter-
nationally, the movement has been to empower supreme courts/consti-
tutional courts to rule authoritatively on the constitutionality of bills
before they have been enacted into law upon petition from legislators or
from the executive (so-called abstract review).17 State constitutional re-
formers should contemplate both the state and international experience
in determining what state courts should do during the twenty-first cen-
tury. However, if a state supreme court is given the power to issue advi-
sory opinions or to rule on the constitutionality of bills prior to final
passage, it will undoubtedly have major implications for the political
process in the state. Thus, it seems reasonable that the citizenry should
decide whether or not to grant this power through the process of con-
stitutional amendment or revision.
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• Should the constitution authorize the supreme court (or some other body) to
rule on whether proposed initiatives meet state constitutional requirements
governing the initiative process before the proposals appear on the ballot?
Eighteen states authorize the citizenry to propose constitutional
amendments via the initiative, and twenty-one allow the citizenry to
enact laws via the initiative.18 State constitutions, however, impose re-
strictions on the changes that can be introduced through initiative.
They typically restrict the use of the constitutional initiative to amend-
ment, rather than revision, of state constitutions. Courts in several states
have aggressively enforced this restriction, striking down constitutional
initiatives.19 Similarly, courts have enforced against statutory initiatives
state constitutional requirements that the titles of laws accurately reflect
their contents and that laws deal with only a single subject.20 Whatever
the validity of particular decisions overturning initiatives or upholding
them against legal challenges, the fact remains that invalidation of ini-
tiatives after their approval by voters is a costly procedure. The costs in-
clude those expenditures of time, effort, and money associated with
campaigns for and against proposed initiatives. They also include the
animosity generated by courts when they invalidate popular measures
after their adoption. Finally, the costs include the missed opportunity to
remedy constitutional defects in proposals at an early stage in the
process, so that only constitutionally valid proposals are submitted to
the voters for approval. States can reduce these costs by establishing a
procedure for review of the procedural regularity of initiatives before
their appearance on the ballot. Should state courts overreach in this
area, citizens can amend their constitution so as to reduce the impedi-
ments to propositions finding their way onto the ballot.21

• Should the constitution protect against legislative use of its power over ju-
risdiction to infringe on the autonomy of the judiciary? This seems a de-
sirable goal in order to maintain the separation of powers. The Idaho
Constitution deals with this effectively: “The legislature shall have no
power to deprive the judicial department of any power or jurisdiction
which rightly pertains to it as a coordinate department of the govern-
ment.”22 Other states should consider adopting similar provisions.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE STATE COURT SYSTEM

Paralleling the movement for structural unification of state courts has been a
movement for administrative unification.23 Administrative unification has been
championed as necessary to rescue trial courts from immersion in local politics,
to ensure procedural uniformity throughout the state court system, and to en-
courage better management of the courts—in short, to promote a more effi-
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cient and uniform administration of justice. The reforms to achieve these ends
included: (1) vesting rule-making authority in the state supreme court in order
to encourage uniform procedures throughout the court system, (2) making the
chief justice the administrative head of the court system in order to promote a
systemwide management perspective, (3) creating and empowering chief judges
of trial courts in order to strengthen management at that level, and (4) estab-
lishing vertical lines of authority within the court system. We turn now to con-
stitutional provisions relating to specific aspects of judicial administration.

Administrative Authority

Most state constitutions vest administrative authority over the court system in
the state supreme court, with the chief justice serving as the chief administrative
officer. As the judicial article of the Kansas Constitution succinctly states: “The
supreme court shall have general administrative authority over all courts in this
state.”24 This power to ensure the efficient and effective delivery of court services
typically extends to selection of the administrative director of the courts and other
personnel, to regulation of the bar and disciplinary authority over members of the
legal profession, and to reassignment of judges from their “home” court in order
to allocate workload equitably.25 This administrative authority may also include
rule making over practice and procedure in the courts. It may likewise include
preparation of a budget for the entire judicial branch. Finally, the supreme court’s
responsibility for the operation of the judicial branch may lead to delivery of a
“state of the courts” address and to less formalized contacts between the chief jus-
tice or his or her staff and members of the executive and legislative branches.

The California Constitution provides the major alternative to vesting ad-
ministrative responsibility in the supreme court and the chief justice. It creates
a Judicial Council comprised of judges from both appellate and trial courts that
exercises rule-making authority, oversees the work of the state’s courts, reports
to the governor and the legislature regarding that work, and makes recommen-
dations for the more effective administration of justice.26 The aim of the Cali-
fornia model is to encourage widespread participation in making major
decisions affecting the court system. Such a model may work well in large, pop-
ulous, and diverse states such as California, but its value is not so limited. Utah,
for example, a relatively small and homogeneous state, has had considerable
success with its judicial council. Of course, vesting administrative responsibility
in the supreme court or the chief justice rather than in a judicial council need
not preclude consultation. In fact, ABA Standard 1.32, Administrative Policy,
states: “All judges and judicial officers of the court system should share in de-
liberations and discussions concerning the procedure and administration of the
courts.”27 Some states also encourage consultation. The Alaska Constitution
creates a Judicial Council of seven members—the chief justice, three attorneys
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